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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE CONCERNING DEATH

Part 56.

Once And For All!

''He hath swallowed up death for ever; and the Lord Jehovah will wipe away tears from off all faces;
and the reproach of his people will he take away from off all the earth: for  Jehovah hath spoken it.''  Isa
25: 8. ASV.  

       In the book of Leviticus we read, ''And it shall be when he is guilty in one of these, he shall confess
that in which he has sinned.   And he shall bring his trespass offering to Jehovah for his sin which he has
sinned, a female from the flock, a lamb or a doe of the goats, for a sin offering. And the priest shall make
an atonement for him for his sin.''  Lev 5:5-6.  MKJV.  

This is the first mention that I am aware of on the teaching of confession of sin & sin offerings or
sacrifices.  The following also dove-tails with our theme.  In this article I have made the first few pages
more of a bible study & so we will be quoting a number of texts, if you will take the time & effort to
plough through these I am sure that you will be well rewarded in the end.  After the fourth page the tenor
of the message alters into easier reading.

''And when he has made an end of reconciling the sanctuary - holy place - and the tabernacle of
the congregation and the altar, he shall bring the live goat.   And Aaron shall lay both his hands on the
head of the live goat, and confess over him all the sins of the sons of Israel, and all their transgressions
in all their sins, putting them on the head of the goat, and shall send away by the hand of a chosen man
into the wilderness.   And the goat shall bear on him all their sins to a land in which no one lives. And he
shall let the goat go in the wilderness.''    Lev 16:20-22.  MKJV.  

This also is the first teaching in the OT that I can find on the  laying on of hands.  When in
Hebrews 6 we are told to leave the doctrines of repentance of dead works laying on of hands etc & that
we are to go on into perfection, what the writer is referring to, he is saying that we are to leave all of
what is written in the law regarding these legalisms.  ''Let us go on & get past the elementary stage of
where we have come from.''  Please keep in mind that the greater part of the book of Hebrews is written to
those who have come out of Judaism & is informing them that there is a far better & greater sacrifice or
covenant & that there should not be any need to be  re-laying again the foundation of repentance &
abandonment  from OT dead works  & also to  leave  the doctrine of  baptisms.   What  baptisms?  OT
washings!  This particular word baptisms is from the OT word for washings & the Diaglott describes
them as dipping-s or washings,  this  word is only mentioned four or five times in the NT & is  only
referring to OT washings, Mk 7: 4 & 8 & then again in Heb 9:10 as well as Heb 6 which is referring only
to the external  rules  & regulations for  the body  UNTIL the reformation of the  complete new order
instituted by Jesus Christ which is to us a once & for all repentance.  So the writer of Hebrews is saying
to leave all of this & not to be rehashing it again & again, unfortunately many today keep going back &
rehashing these verses simply because they are not understood in their true context.  I am convinced that
we all today need to realise what is meant when Hebrews tell us a number of times ONCE AND FOR ALL,
which also includes the meaning of the word ALWAYS.

''And they shall confess their iniquity, and the iniquity of their fathers, in their trespass which they
trespassed against me, and also that, because they walked contrary unto me,   I also walked contrary unto
them, and brought them into the land of their enemies: if then their uncircumcised heart be humbled, and
they then accept of the punishment of their iniquity;   then will I remember my covenant with Jacob; and
also my covenant with Isaac, and also my covenant with Abraham will I remember; and I will remember
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the land.''   Lev 26:40-42.  ASV.   
Please notice that these people were to  accept the punishment of or  for their iniquity which

consisted of the blood sacrifices of animals which was only for a period of time or one year.  Incidentally
they did not need to confess their sins for one year.  Today as we are under the new covenant whose
sacrifice do we now accept which is not for one year but a once & for all or forever sacrifice? 
      

In reading Hebrews 9:6-15.  We find that the writer mentions the priests would continually go into
the first tabernacle which is the holy place & would fulfil the needed services, but into the second, that is
the most holy place the high priest would go in alone only once a year with blood which was offered for
the errors of the people   ''How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit
offered himself without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?''
Heb 9:14.  KJV.  

This is something that is a most necessary, wonderful & pertinent understanding for us today &
that  is  that  our  conscience  can  be  completely  purged from dead  works  of  which  part  of  this  is  a
consciousness of sins which includes the constant confessing of sins.  This we will be looking at little
deeper further on in the article. 

  
''the Holy Spirit points out that the way into the [true Holy of] Holies is not yet thrown open as

long as the former [the outer portion of the] tabernacle remains a  recognised institution and is still
standing,   Seeing that that  first [outer portion of the] tabernacle - or Holy Place - was a  parable (a
visible symbol or type or picture of the present age). In it gifts and sacrifices are offered, and yet  are
incapable of perfecting the conscience or of cleansing and renewing the inner man of the worshipper.''
Heb 9:8-9.  Amp. This verse would also tell us that although under the law the confession of sins was
waived for one year it was still yet incapable of perfecting the conscience.

 May God bless each of those who are reading this.  To move on  ''how much more shall the blood
of  Christ, who  through  the  eternal  Spirit  offered  Himself  without  blemish  unto  God,  cleanse  your
conscience from dead works to serve the living God?   And for this cause He is the mediator of a  new
covenant, that a death having taken place for the redemption of the transgressions that were under the
first covenant, they that have been called may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance.'' ASV.

Here we are told that a death has taken place. Why?  For the redemption of transgressions.  If
the sacrifice by Christ is now once & for all or forever, why is our confession of sins not also once & for
all or forever?  Verse 12.  If we cannot do this then we are saying that the blood of bulls & goats which
did away with confession of sins at any time for 1 year is more powerful than the blood of Christ, some
even insist on confession of sins at every meeting.  The blood of Christ is a once and for all sacrifice.

''It was necessary therefore that the copies of the things in the heavens should be cleansed with
these; but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than these.   For Christ entered not into
a holy place made with hands, like in pattern to the true; but into heaven itself, now to appear before the
face of God for us:  nor yet that he should offer himself often, as the high priest entereth into the holy
place year by year with blood not his own;  else must he often have suffered since the foundation of the
world: but now once at the end of the ages hath he been manifested to put away sin by the sacrifice of
Himself.   And inasmuch as it is appointed unto men once to die, and after this cometh judgement;   so
Christ also, having been once offered to bear the sins of many, shall appear a second time, apart from
sin, to them that wait for him, unto salvation.''  Heb 9:23-28. ASV.  

The word many is to be understood by reading the context as found in  Rom 5:18-19 verified by
Youngs, Concordant, Diaglott & many others, which simply means the many or all of mankind.  We now
ask the question, how often did Israel confess their sins?  Answer, once a year, does it not startle us that
the blood of bulls & goats took away any confession of sins for a whole year & yet for most the blood of
Jesus does not have the power to take it away for one second, even after we are told that He has put away
sin & yet according to the practise of most in the church world it would seem that the blood of bulls &
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goats are superior, but know this that the blood of Jesus is far superior.  The manipulation & control that
the church world has fallen under in this guilt ridden religion has been added to again & again so that they
cannot  conduct  a  service  without  pointing  out  faults  &  sins  &  bringing  the  people  under  their
condemnation & their control.  The whole despicable cry is confess your sins again & again.  It is the
worst lie in so called Christendom & does despite to the spirit of grace & this lie is a reproach of the
worst kind.  It is a wonderful thing that today that the cover is being lifted off this terrible error & that we
are  being  enlightened  to  the  true  liberty  &  freedom  of  coming  into  an  experience  of  a  liberated
conscience, liberated in that we today know that God is not holding any of our past, present or future
transgressions, sins or errors against us & that God in His mercy has sent His only Son to bear the sins of
the many once and for all.  Many have been hood winked by those who do not know any better, what we
are declaring today would sound like a pipe dream both to the laity & the misinformed clergy. It is also
the breaking of a STRONGHOLD that has a vice grip on those who are still in the dwindling outer court &
holy places. 

Pertaining To The Conscience!

''For the law having a shadow of the good things to come, not the very image of the things,  can never
with the same sacrifices year by year, which they offer continually,  make perfect them that draw nigh.
Else would they not have ceased to be offered? because the worshippers, having been  once cleansed,
would have had no more consciousness of sins.''   Heb 10:1-2.  American Standard.   

Where it states  not the very image in the above verse the Amplified reads thus:  ''the Law has
merely  a rude outline (foreshadowing) of the good things to come''   If there was any virtue in these
sacrifices to us for today, they like the rest of the law would never have been outdated & overruled but as
our writer tells us that these were nothing more than a rude outline.  Also if we are going to insist on
confessing sins we are defeating the whole purpose for Christ’s sacrifice which was not to free people of
confessing their sin for 12 months, but His sacrifice was to free them forever:  ONCE AND FOR ALL. 

Coming back to Hebrews 9:7-10., we read  ''but into the second - most holy place - the high priest
alone, once in the year, not without blood, which he offereth for himself, and for the errors of the people:
''the Holy Spirit this signifying, that the way into the most holy place - or holiest of all - hath not yet been
made  manifest,  while  the  first  tabernacle  is  yet  standing;  which  is  a  figure  for  the  time  present;
according to which are offered both gifts and sacrifices that cannot, as touching the conscience, make the
worshipper perfect,   being only (with meats and drinks and divers washings) carnal ordinances, imposed
until  a time of reformation.''   Heb 9:7-10.  ASV.  This also explains & enforces our comments above.
Also notice that the law ''as touching the conscience cannot make the worshipper perfect.''

This Is The Wonderful Purpose For This Article!

''And cut through and make firm and plain and smooth, straight paths for your feet [yes, make them
safe and upright and happy paths that go in the right direction], so that the lame and halting [limbs]
may not be put out of joint, but rather may be cured.''  Heb 12:13.  Amp.  

What a wonderful verse this is.  We need as much as possible to make firm & plain & smooth
straight paths for the spiritual feet of Gods people & give them safe, happy & contented paths that go in
the right direction,  Our concern is to be that the lame & halting may not be put out of joint but rather
may be cured & what better way to be cured than to know that that the sacrifice of Jesus is a once & for
all, and as far as the east is from the west, that He is not rewarding any man according to their faults &
sins & will not hold them against us ever again.  Since Calvary all sin & sin consciousness is  finished &
DONE AWAY WITH.  The wonderful, wonderful news is that whereas the old law could not make us
perfect as pertaining to the conscience, but in Christ we can be perfect as regards the conscience.  The
word conscience is from two words, CO & SCIENCE or two sciences joined together.  There is a science
of the mind which is one of mentality, under the law this science would tell us that we are guilty of sins,
the mind accepted this - which is sin consciousness - & the mind was persuaded that sin would separate us
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from God.  We still have the same issue under the new covenant inasmuch that the knowledge under the
new covenant is different from the first covenant in that the law was given to reveal sin.  Now with  the
gospel  of  grace  this  CO-SCIENCE  or  the  other  side  of  the  consciousness was  given  to  reveal
righteousness & no more consciousness of sins.  Now we are either going to have a conscience that is
linked up to the law that tells you that you are a guilty sinner or contra-wise we have a co-science of faith
which believes in the full sacrifice of Jesus & embraces & believes that you are  the righteousness of
God.  Our conscience needs to be cleared.  Let us read the following.

  ''Which stood only in meats and drinks, and divers washings, and carnal ordinances, imposed
on them until the time of reformation.''  Heb 9:10. KJV.

 First of all the word washings here is exactly the same word found in Heb 6:2, where it speaks of
the doctrine of baptisms.  Notice that these things were imposed upon them until the reformation & that
reformation took place. When & where?  At the cross & the re-glorification of Jesus.  We need to realise
that we no longer need to go back to these things mentioned in the first part of Heb 6.  

''But Christ being come an  high priest of  good things to come, by a  greater and more perfect
tabernacle, not made with hands, that is to say, not of this building;  Neither by the blood of goats and
calves, but by his own blood he entered in ONCE into the - Most - holy place, having obtained eternal
redemption for  us.''   Heb  9:11-12..  KJV.   Notice  not  of  this  building;  Where  is  Gods  building  or
tabernacle or temple today?  We are the tabernacle or temple of God.  Can we receive it?  Also notice that
we are informed that Christ entered in ONCE, or once & for all.

Verse 13.''For if the blood of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean,
sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh:''  Please notice that this was only & purely for the flesh & nothing
else.  The sacrifice of Christ deals with the WHOLE man spirit, soul & body. We might also say that there
cannot be any true justification of the flesh through the law.

Verse.14 ''How much more shall  the blood of  Christ,  who through the eternal  Spirit  offered
himself  without spot to God,  purge your conscience from  dead works to serve the living God?  Once
again we iterate, Heb 6:1b, not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works & the faith
toward God as per under the law.  The whole book of Hebrews is an explanation of what they did in the
old covenant & to show how much a better covenant we have in the New.  Yet by most almost without
exception Heb 6 is still taught as the foundational teaching of the New Covenant Church.  This we are
told to leave behind & go on to PERFECTION.  Not only are dead works mentioned but included is the
teaching of OT washings under the law that we are to leave behind.

Verse 15. '' And for this cause he is the mediator of the new testament, that by means of death, for
the  redemption of the transgressions that  were under the first testament, they which  are called might
receive the promise of eternal inheritance.''  Let us look very closely at the content of this verse & absorb
just what it means.  That by means of death for the  REDEMPTION of the transgressions or  SINS that
were under the  FIRST TESTAMENT.  In other words, ''Jesus has redeemed us from the curse of the
LAW.''  So that they which are called would receive the promise of eternal inheritance.

Now I am going to quote what maybe to many the most important text in this article furthermore it
maybe the most important text concerning the clearing of your conscience that you will ever read & if
we will believe it, it will make you a new person in your understanding.

 ''for the  law works  wrath; but  where there is  NO LAW, neither is  there transgression.''   Rom
4:15.  ASV.  The words where there is  no law there is  no transgression means just this no sin  or sin
consciousness.  Are we under the law?  NO!  We are no longer under the law;  What Paul wrote he meant
& it is written to you & I.  This sin conscious church world mindset that has been handed down to us,
carries with it a terrible guilt consciousness.  Now to make it a little clearer we now quote from the Easy
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To Read version.  ''because the law can only bring God's anger on those who disobey it. But if there is
no law, then there is nothing to disobey.''  Rom 4:15.  ERV.   

Many today still insist that the law, the old covenant is still in vogue this is why they are still under
the impression that our salvation & righteousness depends on what we do.  They are still under the law of
the old covenant.  But Paul would dare to say to us that are under the new covenant the law is completely
finished.  ''But if there is NO LAW there is nothing to disobey. there is NO TRANSGRESSION.''  Did you
get it?  Grace is totally the opposite to law!  Law equals transgression & dead works,  Grace equals free
righteousness.  Our righteousness has nothing to do with our actions, you cannot work for it, it is a free
gift.  How is your conscience?  Is it being cleared from dead works yet?  The repetitive confession of sins
is not a Christ doctrine for the believer & we could even use the term that it is an Antichrist doctrine.  I
repeat that any teaching that would infer that the finished work of Christ, the cross & the re-glorification
of the Son of God is not enough to have not only taken away our sins & confession of sins once and for
all does despite to the spirit of Grace & is to be spoken against, also to be once & for all put right out of
our thinking.

The Need Of The Water!

The word washings was mentioned earlier & so prompted these thoughts. Water is a most interesting
subject & I feel that it needs to be considered.  Universally we find that it represents one of the most
important & necessary elements in the physical universe.  We find it in our vast oceans, comprising by far
the largest part of the earth's surface.  We find it in the vapour of our of our skies, we find it forming the
largest proportion of own our bodies & everything that we call solid & substantial in this world.  It is a
figure of purity & refreshing of quickening life & power, of vastness & abundance.  Without it life could
not be sustained for one moment.  Biblically it too is an almost inexhaustible subject. Our motive here
today is not to give anyone any argument on what any of us believe regarding water scripturally as there
is truth in all areas of this subject, some may have more light than others, be that as it may I wish to bring
to us all something that some may not have as yet considered.  In the tabernacle plan the laver was the
second article of furniture mentioned & we could no doubt fill our article with information regarding this.
It is most interesting that the volume of our favourite book finishes with these wonderful words in Rev
22: 17b ''Let him that is athirst come; and whosoever will, let him take of the water of life freely.''  So we
see that water in all aspects is a very important part of the tabernacle plan & the message it contains
which also is the message of the NT.   After the priests washed in the laver, by then they had already seen
themselves in the polished brass looking mirrors & acted accordingly, the priesthood had to be set apart
by cleansing.  We are also told very importantly that these priests were to  ''Let them wash themselves
selves with water that they die not.''  the reason that I am writing this is to let you know that I know - as
some others realise - the importance of what all of this meant.  But right here & now I wish to say that
there is something even more important & that is that all to do with the outer court & the holy place
were only types & shadows of & for the reality of the most holy place which is found only within man,
the spiritual part of man which is completely spiritual & no actual natural water can be any part of the
equation, all the rest is a lead up, I say again, a type, & the full experience is found only in man's divinity
which is a completely spiritual experience.  Once every year the High Priest went into the Most Holy
Place to make an offering for the people, of course most of us realise that he was a forerunner as it were
of our Lord Jesus who has now entered into the true Most Holy Place not once every year, but hear it
ONCE AND FOR ALL.  

We cannot take any of the first two literal experiences be it of water or anything else from the
outer court or holy place into the most holy place, for the most holy place is not now a literal five sensed
natural place  - as in the tabernacle - it's fulfilment is found only within man's Christ identity which is
found within that for which the whole of what the tabernacle stands for & that is MAN, all the literal is
done away within the spiritual godliness of man.  The literal can never fulfil the true intended goal of God
for our lives.  Hear these words from the pen of J. B. Phillips.

8b-10 ''For if there are prophecies they will be fulfilled and done with, if there are "tongues" the
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need for them will disappear, if there is knowledge it will be swallowed up in truth. For our knowledge is
always incomplete and our prophecy is always incomplete, and when the complete comes, that is the end
of the incomplete.  11 When I was a little child I talked and felt and thought like a little child. Now that I
am a man my childish speech and feeling and thought have no further significance for me.''   1Co 13:8.-
11. Phillips.   This may come as a surprise to some but there are many today who are in fact fulfilling a
great part of the above verses, let us remember that God's forerunners in any era first enter in & take
God's promises by faith.  Look at Abraham, ''concerning the promises counting those things which were
not as though they already were''  and so it was counted to him as righteousness.
       

As we have mentioned before the whole plan of the tabernacle represents man's body soul & spirit,
the spirit is the part of man that is completely unseen.  Adam can never be holy and Christ can never
sin!   Adam is the outer or that which is seen.  Christ is our true identity or He that is within & is  not
seen!  So what we are saying is that in man's divinity which is purely spiritual, any form of natural earthly
water will not & cannot have any part of the agenda as there is more to come & it is called PERFECTION.

A Third Part Must Go Through The Fire!

In the 13th Chapter of Matthew verse 33 we read.  ''As for what was sown on good soil, this is he who
hears the Word and grasps and comprehends it; he indeed bears fruit and yields in one case a hundred
times as much as was sown, in another sixty times as much, and in another thirty.''  Mat 13:23.  Amp. 

The fruit that is indicated here is not necessarily the fruit of the winning of souls for in verse 24
Matthew mentions that this is ''like a man who sowed good seed in his field.''  I would take this to mean
the seed I am sowing in my own personal field, that is within my own life.  I was most definitely  given
these texts & thoughts only today.  Thirtyfold, sixtyfold & one hundredfold.  Please notice that there
are three separate categories quite plainly given here.  Is it coincidence that there is,  1. an outer court
experience,  then,  2.  a  holy  place  experience,  then  also  most  important  of  all  3.  a  most  holy  place
experience that is in the wonderful tabernacle plan given to Moses?   We today very importantly need to
query what is the Spirit wanting us to understand in & by these types & shadows?  Let us now also ask
ourselves where else in the word can I find a similar understanding that would dove-tail & explain more
clearly what we need to hear & would enhance this understanding in a further deeper way?  In the 13 th

chapter & the 8th verse of the book of Zechariah we read a most important prophecy.  

''And in all the land, says the Lord, two-thirds shall be cut off and perish, but one-third shall be
left alive.  And I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is refined and
will test them as gold is tested. They will call on My name, and I will hear and answer them. I will say,  It
is My people; and they will say, The Lord is my God.''  Zech 13:8-9. Amp.  

This verse is referring to the man-child forerunners.  This may sound a little harsh at first but as we
begin to understand that when we are told that only one third shall be left alive it certainly does not mean
that the Lord is running around slaying souls that do not meet His criteria & causing them to perish
forever, NO!   That which is being cut off & to perish is both the outer court & holy place understandings
the  two thirds which  would  inhibit  our  experiencing the  full  understanding of  that  which  is  within
namely the full experience of our true identity in the MOST HOLY PLACE.  Most of us would understand
that,  ''He takes away the first so to establish the second.''  That which is not being left alive are the first
two experiences which have to do with five sensed flesh man.  Is not the plan of God a perfect one?
Those who He is preserving here are the ONE THIRD who are passing through the fire & being refined as
silver & also being tested as gold for purity.  These are those who will certainly call on His name with
power, be heard, & definite answers will be greatly forthcoming, these are those sons that the glory is
about  to  be  revealed  to  & conferred  upon,  these  are  they who creation  is  longing earnestly  for  the
disclosure, the revealing of their son-ship & God will say it is my people & they will say, The Lord is my
God!  These are most certainly the  THIRD part, those who are in the ONE HUNDREDFOLD group &
have left the sixtyfold & the thirtyfold.  But Zechariah is not yet finished as he has more to say in his
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prophecy concerning these last days.  Let us now look at the 16 th verse of the 14th chapter through to the
19th verse & realise that God is using him in his then understanding of the tabernacle plan to encourage us
today.  This what we are bringing to you today are wonderful prophetical gems for those who would
know further the will of God for this day & age.

  
'' And everyone who is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall even go up from

year to year to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles or Booths.
And it shall be that whoso of the families of the earth shall not go up to Jerusalem to worship the King,
the Lord of hosts,  upon them there shall be no rain.   And if the family of Egypt does not go up  to
Jerusalem and present themselves, upon them there shall be no rain, but there shall be the plague with
which the Lord will smite the nations that go not up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.   This shall be the
consequent punishment of the sin of Egypt and the consequent punishment of the sin of all the nations
that do not go up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.''  Zech 14:16-19.  Amplified. 

  
Within the four verses above are hidden some wonderful truths.   Looking at  this  through the

prophetical vein, the rain in truth is referring to the rain of the spirit.  One glaring application is that when
it refers to Jerusalem I see this as when the day of Pentecost was come which was of course in Jerusalem
& on this day when the rain was poured out it ushered in the beginning of the complete true tabernacle
plan in which of course was contained the full understanding & true fulfilment of the of the most holy
place or tabernacle experience which God is now fully bringing to pass by the out-moding of the former
two-thirds of that which is outside the most holy place.  As God intends in time to bring every man in
every nation to a full experience in Himself, He will leave no stone unturned to accomplish this for in
truth God loves the Christ, the true identity which is hidden in every man & so He will eventually bring
all  the  nations  to  see  &  worship  Himself  in Spirit  &  in  truth which  is  to  worship  in  the  true
understanding of the Feast of Tabernacles which will be most profitable to all, for He is no respect-er of
any person.  For is He not the Saviour of all men 'especially' them that believe? I Tim 4:10. 

Referring once again to Jerusalem we find in Heb12:22a,  ''But rather you have come to Mount
Zion, even to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem.''  Remembering again that if we are a
city set on a hill, this is once again attesting to that which we are being brought into is found namely
within ourselves if we can receive it.  To further enhance our theme we find in verses 26b & 27 of this
same chapter. Yet  once more I will shake and make tremble not only the earth but also  the heavens.
Now this expression, Yet once more, indicates the final removal and transformation of all [that can be]
shaken--that is, of that which has been created--in order that what cannot be shaken may remain and
continue.''

The  heavens  referred  to  here  are  the  understandings  of  our  in  part  or  two  thirds spiritual
perceptions which are truly being shaken.  This shall be the consequent punishment of the sin of Egypt
and the consequent punishment of the sin of all the nations that do not go up to keep the Feast of
Tabernacles.  Let us once again iterate the punishment which is the withholding of rain & the reason for
it; yes, we must keep in mind the reason for it is bless God that we would come into that which many are
refusing.  Can we not now see the love & the grace for all men is to bring their wills into submission to
that which is glorious & for their own perfection, unfortunately our flesh, our two thirds, our mistaken
identity do not want to let go of that which seems good in our own eyes but is unfortunately to our own
detriment, but wonderful assurance is ours as we are once again reminded  that as I am lifted up in the
earth,  all men or  the many shall be drawn into the full experience of the Feast of Tabernacles.   John
12:32.  All this is made possible by the re-glorifying of Christ who is a ONCE AND FOR ALL sacrifice.

 
 Behold I Come Quickly!

''Hear the word of the Lord, you who tremble at His word: Your brethren who hate you, who cast you out
for My name's sake, have said, Let the Lord be glorified, that we may see your joy! But it is they who
shall be put to shame.   [Hark!] An uproar from the city! A voice from the temple! The voice of the Lord,
rendering recompense to His enemies!   Before [Zion] travailed, she gave birth; before her pain came
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upon her, she was delivered of a male child.   Who has heard of such a thing? Who has seen such things?
Shall a land be born in one day? Or shall a nation be brought forth in a moment? For as soon as Zion
was in labour, she brought forth her children.   Shall I bring to the [moment of] birth and not cause to
bring forth? says the Lord. Shall I Who causes to bring forth shut the womb? says your God.''  Isa 66:5-
9. Amplified.

The first  part  of this  verse is  no doubt  referring to  the prophetical message that Isaiah & his
followers were declaring to the rest of Israel which of course was not received, this of course has been &
is a consistent reaction when ever prophetical truth is declared.  Hark an uproar from the temple & from
the city of Zion. Once again the first thing that we see here is separation, your brothers who hated you,
who cast you out, unfortunately it has always been the case that revealed, up to date truth will in many
cases separate brethren.  Notice carefully that those who are not receiving Isaiah's word  are saying let the
Lord be glorified.  Once again we see a division between the two thirds & the one third, as we read
earlier the one third are left alive.  Regarding the two thirds this is referring more to a system of belief
which incorporates both the outer court & holy place understandings & the attitude with many is that
these are the A, ALL & the B, ALL of what God has for us & once again I say without any fear of
contradiction, God's will is a done deal & this belief system which was needed & wonderful in it's time
has almost run it's course & it is only a matter of time before there will be no spiritual rain falling upon
those that will insist on holding to these  phased out fleshly & soulical belief systems.   Before  Zion
travailed  she  brought  forth!  It  would  seem that before  going through her  time  of labour she  was
delivered suddenly of a male or man-child who was fully developed at birth.  Who has heard of such a
thing?  Then we are told that as soon as Zion was in labour she brought forth her children.  In researching
this I found that there are two opinions regarding this verse.  On the surface of the issue it would not be
hard to go either way.  One theory would tell us that before Zion travailed that she brought forth, before
her pain came she brought forth, who has heard of such a thing?  Some would accept that because of these
words that the man-child was born without any normal travail.  Isaiah is actually referring to Israel's
laxity  to  God's  commandments  at  that  time.   As  we  read  on  there  is  it  seems  to  be  more  to  this
contradiction.  Shall a nation be brought forth in a moment?  For as soon as Zion was in labour travail she
brought forth her children.  Who are these children?  None other than the man-child  as in Rev 12:5 or the
corporate body of sons, or Christ in His fullness.  Where He in fact lays down His head & assumes &
fulfils the rightful place for His head - headship - to be firmly & fully settled on His body as mentioned
in Lk 9:58.  But really there is no contradiction & this is clarified by using the same words in the way
they are meant to be understood as per Romans 8: 

 ''For the earnest expectation of the creation waits for the manifestation of the sons of God. 20
For the creation was not willingly subjected to vanity, but because of Him who subjected it on hope 21
that the creation itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of
the children of God. 22  And we know that the whole creation groans and travails in pain together until
now.  23  And not only so,  but ourselves also,who have the first-fruit of the Spirit, even we ourselves
groan within ourselves, awaiting adoption, the redemption of our body.''     Rom 8:19-23.  MKJV.  

Some would like to think that this word creation would mean only animals, personally I would
say that we are very much part of creation, & to be willing or unwilling we would need to understand
what we are getting into, also we need to consider to have hope my understanding is that we would need
to be intelligent beings to understand what we are to have have hope for.  So I see ourselves a very much
part of the whole of creation.  To substantiate what we are saying we quote: ''And we know that the whole
creation groans and travails in pain together until now.  And not only so, but ourselves also.''  I rather
think that we need more than the travail of animals to bring in the manifestation of God's sons, it needs
the crying out of those who are in labour pains to bring forth the man-child.   ''For as soon as Zion
travailed she brought forth her children.''  Zion, Gods people, are certainly a little different to animals.

And so Isaiah finishes this particular discourse with the very encouraging words, shall I bring my
expectant sons to the time of the birth & not cause to bring forth.  Shall I who causes to bring forth shut
the womb?  Says your God!  So once again the sacrifice & the re-glorification of Christ brings in an
experience which is actually to all men which is a once and for all everlasting righteousness experience,
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which is even no less than the righteousness of Jesus Christ Himself, for He being our own true identity,
we are also a full partaker of what He is.  All of this will be seen, recognised & experienced in it's fullness
first by & through the birthing of the man-child who will then lead in the rest of the world.  Some would
say that the man-child has already been birthed. If this is so pray tell  me where have we seen a re-
enactment of even a Moses today?  NO we cannot circumvent that which has clearly been set down to us
in the scriptures.  Did you know that this understanding is not only given to us that have come through the
''CHURCH'' scene but if you are open minded & you take a little time to do some searching you will be
amazed at what others in other spheres of thinking are seeing today.  Also we could be very surprised at
the content of some very ancient writings.  'For God so loved the world' that He gave His begotten Son!
I do not have the answer here but I am sharing with you what I know to be a fact, and no matter who we
are & what our background, we are all going to come to fulfilment only through the one Jesus Christ, -
though some may not at first realise this -  & all the world will & must in time recognise once again the
birth of His Son & this time it will be His fully formed corporate Son who will this time not be birthed
in a hidden manger, Oh no that time is well passed, but mark this, this time this birth is first & foremost
hidden within ourselves.  Where?  In the secret place of the Most High.  Then He is coming to reveal His
Glory & His authority yet still with His humility, which will reveal our adoption, our manifestation as
God's  sons.   Incidentally if  we are thinking that  because of what  we have just  mentioned that  I  am
inferring that all or a great many will be in this man-child; No that is not what we are saying.  Why?  Paul
the apostle had these words to say which to me is an indication, that even he who was caught up to the
third heaven even back then, also along with Peter & others who most likely knew much more than we
realise!

''So too at the present time there is a remnant (a small believing minority), selected (chosen) by
grace (by God's unmerited favour and graciousness).''  Rom 11:5. Amp. 

''Many plans are in a man's mind, but it is the Lord's purpose for him that will stand.''  Proverbs
19:21. Amp. 

 
''God doesn't accept people simply because they obey the Law. No, indeed! All the Law does is to

point out our sin.'' Rom 3:20.  CEV.  

''Wherefore, by the deeds of the law, no flesh is justified before him: for, by the law, sin is known.''
Rom 3:20.  Murdock.  

''For as the new heavens and the new earth which I make shall remain before Me, says the Lord,
so shall your offspring and your name remain.''  Isa 66:22.  Amplified.  What a wonderful promise of
encouragement to each & everyone of us!

 Love to all.

Ralph Knowles,  May  2013. 

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will consider &
imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK.
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A Needed Explanation!

At the beginning of page five we mentioned that our righteousness has nothing to do with our actions, I
actually meant to explain this further but unfortunately I became so absorbed with other thoughts that it
was overlooked.  The truth is that the way that the church world would try to goad us into right doing is to
first put us under condemnation & tell us constantly what sinners we are & then incite us to improve
ourselves by trying to be righteous by working it out ourselves in either one or both of our  two third
experiences which actually becomes self righteousness.  But in reality the exact opposite is the real truth.  

We first need to realise that we are actually the righteousness of Christ, that He is not holding
anything against us that He is not promoting any sin consciousness in any man, every sin was dealt with
& wiped away by the sacrifice & resurrection of Jesus Christ himself.  Once we fully realise this it will
completely change us & as we begin to understand who & what we are we will realise that there is no
condemnation from God in any way & we will shake the dust from under our feet & like a Samson before
he was deceived, as he would at times shake himself  & his strength would be with him, this we do
ourselves in part even now.  

This is an allegory for us today as before we come into the full realisation of where God is leading
us there are times for us that like Samson that before his testing-s were finished & he eventually came to a
full  realisation of his status in God, this came in great humility on his part as God gives grace to the
humble.  

We can liken this to where we are today, we are coming to the end of our tether, we are in labour
in travail as there was a time for Samson that he once & for all shook himself once again & a realisation
of his true identity became a full reality & he slew all of his enemies which represent to us today our
consciousness of sins & the fallacy that we are fleshly five sensed sin conscious beings born only from
our father & mother & we come to a realisation that we are truly born of God yes even of the same family
of  ''the morning stars who sang together & all the sons of God who shouted for joy.''   Yes there is the
perfect time for every one of us.  This is a total reversal to what most of Christendom is promoting, we
first realise our true identity & then we act accordingly in the realisation of the identity of our deity even
Christ.  When the truth fully  dawns on us, as with Samson the flesh will be completely gone swallowed
up in  our  in  our  victory of  the  annihilation  of  our  five  sensed experience.   All  of  these  things  are
completely & totally the will & work of God.

Ralph Knowles.
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